
From emergency breakdowns, startup assistance and scheduled 

outages, to parts installation and training, our experienced 

professionals will help keep your equipment running while offering

expert advice on the industry’s latest technologies and concepts.

Whether you need consulting on parts installations, outage planning 

and assistance, maintenance recommendations, comprehensive

upgrades, or startup assistance on new equipment, our field service

engineers offer on-site mechanical, structural and electrical 

inspections with preventive maintenance programs—helping to 

extend the life of your machinery while maximizing efficiency, 

productivity and safety. 

FIELD SERVICES

WHEN YOU CALL ON US, 
YOU CAN GET:

n Objective evaluations of
existing equipment. Through
formal on site Inspections,
Engineering Studies and
Upgrade Analysis, our 
recommendations on 
state-of-the-art tune-ups
and maintenance 
adjustments will help 
you achieve peak operating
efficiency. These disciplines
can be Electrical,
Mechanical, Structural or
any combination.

n Our field service personnel
are constantly apprised 
of the latest upgrades 
available for your equipment
and their relative cost 
effectiveness. They can also
discuss the experience of
other users with similar
applications. 

Heyl & Patterson Inc. has been providing advanced field services for more 
than a century.
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Pre-planning startups and major upgrades result in effective and 

efficient projects. Heyl & Patterson field service personnel work closely

with our project managers on the specific and unique features of your

project. We coordinate the most effective use of our various electrical,

mechanical, and structural personnel to ensure your project is brought

in on time and on budget.

Our experienced personnel have “been there and done that.” They have

seen other installations with similar issues and can work with you to get

your equipment up and running.

And, when it’s time to modernize your facility, our team will offer 

invaluable insight into the most cost effective strategies. We’re dedicated

to being at the forefront of industry advancements and innovations.

Our phone answers 24 hours a day through our Emergency Hotline at

412 788-9811. The best person to address your specific need will contact

you ASAP 24 hours a day.

Heyl & Patterson has been pioneering solutions for the materials 

handling industry since 1887—let us go to work for you. Go with a name

you trust, a name with experience. For further information view our 

website at www.heylpatterson.com or call today!

Inspections during manufacture.

� If you need information on
price and availability of 
our replacement parts,
equipment upgrades or new
equipment, our field service
personnel will coordinate
with other Heyl & Patterson
employees to provide the
information you need.

� Engineered solutions 
to maximize production,
minimize operating costs,
reduce energy, reduce 
operating personnel and
increase safety. Heyl &
Patterson Field Service
Personnel can help you
achieve these goals. 

On site during construction rotary dumper.

On site during construction rotary dryer.
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